On PaCE to Thrive
IMPLEMENTING ILLINOIS’ POSTSECONDARY AND CAREER EXPECTATIONS FRAMEWORK

WHO
Counselors, administrators, and educators for all grade levels

WHAT
Learn about Illinois’ new Postsecondary and Career Expectations (PaCE) Framework and how to implement it in schools, districts, classrooms, or communities through a customizable professional development opportunity

OPTIONS
Choose the option that is right for your setting — an hour long overview, half-day or full-day experience at no cost to you

Are your students on PaCE to Thrive? Discover key college and career readiness activities essential for students from elementary through high school. This interactive session will focus on the Postsecondary and Career Expectations (PaCE) Framework and will provide suggestions for college preparation, career exploration and financial literacy activities within your school and community. Walk away from the session with a plan to support students in meeting benchmarks as they prepare for their futures after high school.

For more information about scheduling a session or finding sessions near you contact isac.pace@isac.illinois.gov

ISAC
Illinois Student Assistance Commission
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